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When a frontman from a Chicago bar band, whose influences range from Elvis to Springsteen, makes a

CD for kids, you end up with "Kid Songs That Won't Drive Parents Crazy" Twins Magazine calls it "Quite

Good" 11 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, ROCK: Americana Details: As heard on

THE STEVE DAHL SHOW WCKG CHICAGO "Quite Good"- Twins Magazine "I've seen the future of kids'

music, and its name is Chris Karabas" -Brad Lauter "Grammy Award caliber for the category" - David

Grey "Bubble Bath In The Sink, is an instant classic" - Tammy Brody "If you don't buy this CD, I'll steal

your lunch money" Rob Jaeger Chris is a Chicago native. As the front man for The Lucky Jackson Band,

he has been playing the Chicago area club and college circuit. With the arrival of his twins; Chloe and

Luke, he was encouraged by the neighborhood moms to make a kids album that would be as fun to listen

to as his club gigs. Chris took this a step further and developed a TV concept for children. "Chris K  The

Kids Table Band" is currently being pitched at the highest levels in New York and Hollywood as an

animated series featuring his music. If You are tired of The Wiggles and Barney. "Kid Songs That Won't

Drive Parents Crazy" is for you. This album contains 6 original songs and 4 covers including

Springsteen's "Pony Boy" Neil Diamond's "Porcupine Pie" Elvis' "How Would You LIke To Be" and the

soon to be classic "Go To Sleep My Little Buckaroo" Recorded with some of the top session players in

Nashville, this CD was made with parents in mind. The songs are fun without being silly. Unpatronizing in

tone, varied in musical styles: Rock/Country/Folk/New Orleans Jazz/Gospel/Acoustic. This is the first of

what is sure to be many albums by this new artist.
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